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Michael Portugal - Roll 2
Springfield, Missouri and Eureka Springs, Arkansas. USA

@portugal777

Indisposable Concept is all about eliminating the technicalities and proficiencies
of photography and providing a level playing field for everyone to contribute

to the project in a fun and easy environment.

The disposable camera is the weapon of choice to allow anyone and everyone
the opportunity to participate regardless of age or ability. The stories being told 

and the moments being shared along with the sense of involvement and community 
are the true essence and beauty of Indisposable Concept

We aim to elimate the restrictions and technicalities when it comes to shooting
film and embrace the raw art of capturing the moment in its purest form with

one single click of a disposable camera.

We hope you have fun being part of the adventure!
It’s your involvement and enjoyment that makes all of this possible.

Thank you.



Laura Goodall – Roll 1
Sydney and surrounding areas, NSW. AUS
@lauragoodall



THE
NEW-AGE
OLD QUESTION

TROY HENDERSON

Analogue Vs Digital
with



“In 1999, the peak of the film-camera 
industry, consumers took around 80bn 
photos (according to Kodak).”

This year, 2-3 trillion digital photos will be taken, 
which is more photos than were ever taken on film 
in all of human history. That’s a lot of shit to wade 
through. The best part of digital technology is, 
anyone can do it. The worst? Anyone can do it.

One of the most incredible aspects of digital imagery 
is you can take a HD photo, manipulate, enhance, 
crop, then upload it instantly to some kid in Tuvalu 
(a tiny country in the middle of nowhere between 
Australia and Hawaii FYI).

On the other hand, vacuous narcissism, generic filters, 
huge hard drives, and small cats blemish digital 
photography. All this technology meant to bring us 
together can sometimes have the opposite effect. 
We’re more disconnected in many more ways than 
we were before.

Smart phones ruin concerts, ruin dinners, ruin being
in the moment.  Sure, these activities can be documented 
with analogue devices, but they’re generally less 
frequent and more thoughtfully executed.

With film, you have 24 shots, and you have to think 
about each one carefully, it makes each shot more 
special. The more power you give to technology, 
the less individuality there is in your work. 
Restrictions allow your creativity to shine through.

It makes capturing that perfect shot even more special. 
You aren’t even sure if you’ve achieved the perfect 
shot, you have to wait for it to develop. In today’s 
world of instant gratification, (yes, there’s instamatics, 
but I’m sticking with it) patience and anticipation are 
two human tests lost in the digital realm.

At its core, photography is about capturing beauty, 
a perfect moment out of the trillions of moments 
constantly occurring in our lives. These snapshots 
can help show there are no true ordinary moments, 
only extraordinary ones.
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THE NEW-AGE OLD QUESTION
Analogue Vs Digital



Personally, I prefer something tactile, because tactile 
is real, and real is a physical connection.  I love vinyl, 
books, and holding photographs, this might change, 
but it makes me feel more connected.  Analogue is 
about the search, enjoying the journey. The ultimate 
metaphor for enjoying life to its fullest. Digital noise 
& film grain are not bad words.

Yeah, but you’re either analogue or digital, right? 

It’s not a rigid dichotomy of mutual exclusivity; there 
are merits to both.  We don’t have to choose between 
the two, it’s about synergy, getting the best from both 
worlds to create something truly unique, greater than 
the sum of its parts.  

I’m unashamedly an analogue fan, whether music or 
film, it’s the warmth, the imperfections that make it a 
perfect experience.

When you’ve never known what it’s like to experience 
analogue you don’t have something to compare it do, 
so you accept digital, you prefer it.

And hey, I’m aware of the irony… Writing on the latest 
MacBook pro for an online magazine. No physical 
words on a tangible object, but that’s cool, it’s the 
ideas contained within, the words you absorb and 
process in your analogue brain. We’re still a little way 
away from integrated cyborg digital brain transcendence.

Writing wise, I tend to work in a non-linear format 
with a multitude of random ideas one after the other. 
This method is infinitely easier to manage in the digital 
realm, and I ruin fewer notebooks this way.  I still love 
writing with a pen and pad, but technology makes my 
creation and distribution of material seamless.

For me, the main detriment of the digital process is 
constant and instantaneous distraction of endless 
Internet content. It’s too easy to get lost down the 
rabbit hole, but maybe you’re more disciplined than I.

As a musician, digital technology makes the editing 
and post work of music creation quicker and easier. 
It’s embraced for distribution and advertising small 
bands in an industry with a plethora of other small
bands fighting for attention. The best part is, once the 
music is out there, it’s out there forever and people 
all over the world can listen until the end of human 
existence without burning resources.

Like music, and art, there’s a parallel evolution of the 
two formats, there are those who embrace the technology 
with open arms, and those you look to the past. 
Is nostalgia part of the human condition? There’s 
something about the past we enjoy and shouldn’t 
be ashamed to admit. As with anything else, it’s your 
own preference and subjective opinions that count. 
It’s totally up to you.

The analogue medium takes work, it takes passion 
and the willingness to learn and not have everything 
handed to you on a platter. It’s a struggle, but a 
wonderfully creative one, and I wouldn’t change 
a thing.

Side thoughts...

The greatest music, films, photographs are all analogue, 
right? Well yeah, sure, because digital didn’t exist. 
Maybe if the Beatles had access to digital technology 
Sgt Pepper’s would have been even better, though I 
kind of doubt it.

I love having instant access to a plethora of music 
I might not have found, but I also miss the days of 
hanging out in HMV for hours and getting the store 
clerk to put a cd on for me to listen to.

I found a rare Frank Zappa album in Reykjavik that 
only exists on vinyl it doesn’t exist in digital form. 
I carried it in my suitcase through Europe for weeks 
anticipating listening to it, and when I did I was so 
fulfilled.

In conclusion, I’m going with 70% analogue, 30% 
digital.  I made those figures up, but I’m sticking 
with them.
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I dropped the needle and the sounds of
The Doors L.A woman album began slithering out of the speakers.

“What’s that?” she asked.
“The Doors, L.A Woman, their final album

before Jim split for Paris to become a poet.”
“No, what’s that?”

She said pointing to the turntable.
I was embarrassed, for her,
but mostly for me, I felt old.

“That’s a record.”
She didn’t care, she’d never enjoy the warm crackle

as the needle hits the vinyl, the joy of dropping it in  the right spot
between tracks, turning it over and hearing the

opening song  on the other side.
“Who the fuck are the Doors anyway?”
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In the post & on the gram.
@indisposableconcept / #indisposableconcept



Oregon
with Nate Matos

i n s t a g r a m . c o m / n a t e m a t o s
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Meet Allison D.
@aldor

#ICMEETSERIES

Who are you?
A recent college graduate, currently living in 
Los Angeles, CA

Where’s home?
Folsom, CA. Hey, Johnny Cash.

What do you do for a crust?
I work for CA State Parks as an Environmental Services 
Intern – basically doing habitat restoration work around 
the Malibu/Ventura areas.

Can you tell us about your creative background?
I started getting into photography when I was younger. 
I was super shy as a kid, so I used photography and 
film as an outlet for me to get my thoughts out there.
It definitely helped me become more outgoing; I used 
to just shoot with my sisters, but as I got more into
taking photos, people wanted to collaborate and
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Every time I go to get a roll developed, 
I’m always super pumped – it’s like 
getting some mystery-box-present-
type-thing. I never know what is going 
to show up, and that’s what keeps
it exciting.
Allison D.

shoot for fun. It was a great way to help me get out
of my comfort zone and force me to talk to people.

What inspires you to shoot film?
I love that every photo shot with film is unique. 
Whether it’s a light leak or grain or a speck of dust 
on the lens, each photo turns out completely different 
from the rest. Plus, I’m more aware of what I’m shooting 
when I’m using film, because I don’t like wasting rolls. 
Using film inspires me to get outside and capture 
different moments to show people how great this 
planet is. I think it’s super important to do something 
that is meaningful and exciting as frequently as possible, 
and I think taking photos is a beautiful way to save a 
memory and inspire others to explore. Every time I go 
to get a roll developed, I’m always super pumped – 
it’s like getting some mystery-box-present-type-thing. 
I never know what is going to show up, and that’s 
what keeps it exciting.





How did you come to connect with Indisposable 
Concept?
My sister told me about the idea, and I loved the idea 
of connecting with people who were into using film, 
and seeing what they shot.

Do you remember what was in the first roll of film 
you shot for IC?
I believe it was from a trip I took with my siblings 
down the coast of California.

What is your fav photo that you’ve shot for IC? 
Tell us a bit about it.
During the summer, my friend and I took a drive up the 
coast to Malibu to try to catch the full moon. We found 
ourselves at Leo Carrillo, with a super fun crowd of 
people, and surfed until dark!
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It seems film photography and disposables are 
making a comeback, why do you think that is?
I think that fact that pretty much everyone nowadays 
has access to a camera on their phone makes taking 
photos super easy. I love to use film because it makes 
the whole process of photography a bit more challenging 
and interesting.For me, it becomes more personal; 
you have to make to effort to go to the store, interact 
with the people there, buy film, get it processed, etc. 
I think the end product is a bit more rewarding than 
just taking a bunch of photos in a row and hoping 
one turns out. Using film makes you really think about 
what you want to shoot, and the end result turns out 
a bit more special.

Meet Allison D.
@aldor

#ICMEETSERIES



P H O T O S  /  P E O P L E  /  P L A C E S
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If someone destroyed all the disposable cameras 
in the world and you had the very last one, what 
would you capture?
I would definitely use it to take photos of the lake I grew 
up on. There are so many spots to jump off rocks and 
rope swing on. Such a fun time! Actually, a lot of my rolls 
of film have been from spending time there during the 
summer, never gets old.

What does 2016 hold for you?
I’ve been planning a lot of trips! I’m taking time out and 
explore, and go places with people that make me happy.

Explain your style/approach when shooting a roll.
I usually only take photos when I’m out and about with 
my friends, and I know the photos will be worth taking. 
I tend to take pictures when people aren’t paying 
attention, so the photo seems less contrived, and more 
about the person in their element, when they are totally 
comfortable.

Where do you find inspiration?
I am always super happy to shoot when I am in a place 
that I find unique; something you don’t always see 
everyday. I love being outside in nature, and that is a big 
influence on my photography, but I also love shooting in 
urban areas as well.

How would you describe your photographic style?
I tend to avoid using people’s faces in my photos. I think 
that was partially due to the influence of “the selfie”; 
that’s mostly what I saw on my social media feeds, and 
I guess I wanted to go for something that was totally the 
opposite. I feel like photos nowadays are predominantly 
based on people’s looks, and how their face appears in 
a photo, even if it’s unintentional. I try to avoid focusing 
entirely on a person’s face and focus on their body in 
motion, or how they are feeling in a moment. Leaving 
out a person’s face leaves a bit more to the imagination, 
and forces people to take in the whole scene of the 
picture.

Who or what influences you creatively?
I love to look at other artist’s work and creative approach. 
Classic surrealist artists along with modern conceptual 
photographers are my favorite. When I see their work,
I always get a creative spark.

Fave place to shoot?
Yosemite National Park.

Meet Allison D.
@aldor

#ICMEETSERIES



5 at 5…
(For lack of a better name)

5 people you’d like to photograph?
1. Shelley Duvall
2. Hannah Murray
3. Judy Garland
4. Miki Dora
5. Ben Schneider

5 books you wish you’d written?
1. A Series of Unfortunate Events
2. The Book Thief
3. Tuesday’s With Morrie
4. The Jungle
5. 1984

5 go to songs to get you in the mood?
1. The Ghost on the Shore – Lord Huron
2. Open – Rhye
3. Blood – The Middle East
4. A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall – Bob Dylan
5. Days  – The Drums

5 people you’d invite around for drinks and dinner?
1. Avi
2. Gene Kelly
3. Jane Goodall
4. Walt Whitman
5. Gilda Radner

5 photos from history you wish you’d taken?

1. Tea Party at Knole Park (1967) 2. Photo by Leroy Grannis,
 San Onofre, CA

3. Candy Cigarette, Sally Mann

4. Jimi Hendrix, Woodstock 5. Audrey Hepburn and her pets
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Christian Hicks - Roll 3
Carlsbad, CA. Snow Lake, Leavenworth 
and hiking in Plain, WA. USA
@senorshred
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Burning Man
Black Rock Desert, 

Nevada

with Thai  Neave

i n s t a g r a m . c o m / t h a i n e a v e

i n s t a g r a m . c o m / s h o o t i n g h o o p s
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IC
Meet Series

with Almost Real
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Meet Almost Real.
@_almostreal_

#ICMEETSERIES
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Where’s home?
Currently Sydney. I’m from here but lived overseas for 
8 years, 6 of those in Berlin and I’ve recently returned 
because we have better weather!

Who are you? 
I feel myself having a Zoolander moment questioning 
who I am right now… “who am i?

What do you do for a crust? Why do you do it?
Almost Real is my lover right now. It’s unconditional. 
I love meeting other passionate creatives. It’s an amazing 
community of humans beings. It don’t pay the bills but 
it’s the passion project that keeps me going.

Can you tell us about your creative background?
I come from a musical background – record labels,
DJ’ing, music production. It’s all I knew for the greater 
deal of my life until I moved to Berlin and started

exploring all sides of creativity and meeting so many
talented people. That’s where my photography and 
Almost Real were born.

Tips for making your ideas and dreams come
to life...
Actions speak louder than words.

Where do you find inspiration?
Through all the creatives I meet and their passion and 
excitement for doing what they love. Nature is also a 
huge part of my life and she always inspires.

How did you come to connect with Indisposable 
Concept?
I started to follow you on Instagram a while ago and 
loved the concept and curation of images, especially
since you are reaching out to others to create this
amazing community. That’s really inspiring.

How did you find the experience of using
disposable cameras? Enjoyable or painful?
I hadn’t used one for a while. It was a lot of fun with 
it. We are so used to digital and checking everything 
straight away. I love the imperfections of film and the 
timeless moments it captures.

How did it make you feel not being able to see the 
photos as they were taken, not being able to edit 
or know what the photos would turn out like?
I felt impatient because I wanted to see them ‘right 
away’ and the excitement to see how they turned out 
with the elements of nature collaborating with my vision.

Analogue Vs. Digital…
I’m torn between the two as they both serve an amazing 
purpose. Can I sit on the fence for this one?

Film photography and disposables are making
a comeback, why do you think that is?
The fun of not knowing, the imperfections and the
timeless moments it captures.

If a giant disposable camera eating monster 
landed on earth and ate all the disposable cameras 
in the world except for the one you have sitting on 
your table at home, what would you capture?
The last sunrise and sunset our Earth had to offer.

What does 2016 hold for Almost Real?
AR will present video interviews and a new side project. 
I’m looking forward to launching them this year.
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How would you describe your photographic style?
Up close and personal. I like shooting creative spaces 
that tell a story about a persons home and lifestyle.
I also love to shoot skaters, I could sit at Bondi Skate 
park / bowl all day and shoot the dudes down there.

Who or what influences you creatively?
Curiosity, discovery, and learning – this always leads me 
onto new people and influences. Photography, travel, 
nature, digital technology, dreamers and the fearless.

What’s your favourite city in the world?
Hard to say, I have been fortunate to travel all over the 
world with DJ’ing. The Maldives was probably the most 
outstanding place I have ever been to, so pristine and 
full of wildlife.
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5 things / people / places that make you smile 
when thinking about them?
1. Yoga
2. Swimming in the Maldives
3. Skiing or just being in the mountains
4. Almost Real and the people I meet along the way
5. Travel and the future trips I’m going to experience

5 people you’d like to photograph?
The Katering Show

5 blogs that inspire you?
1. Freund Von Freunden
2. The Creators Project

5 people you’d invite around for drinks and dinner?
My mates – i’ve been trying to organise a Cards 
Against Humanity night for a while now…

5 go to songs to get you in the mood?
1. Stealers Wheel – Stuck In The Middle With You

5 at 5…
(For lack of a better name)

Meet Almost Real.
@_almostreal_

#ICMEETSERIES
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Iceland
with Per in Lee
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#shootfilmnotbullets
@shootfilmnotbullets
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Meet Kathy D.
@ktdrasky

#ICMEETSERIES

Where’s home?
San Francisco, CA. USA

Who are you? What do you do for a crust? 
I’m an independent filmmaker.

Can you tell us about your creative background? 
Ah! It’s a long story, best told on my “day job” website 
www.kazzadraskmedia.com. But essentially, I worked 
in publishing right at the start of the desktop publishing 
revolution, so while my initial background was writing 
and editing, I soon found myself doing typesetting and 
graphic design, too. With all that going for me (lol), 
I went freelance and eventually launched a successful 
editorial and design business. I’m a Capricorn – 
an overachiever, I guess. Having my own business 
wasn’t enough – I started writing freelance articles for 
local papers and eventually online publications. 
Sometimes they wanted photos to go with the stories.

I took them – this is before digital – with a disposable 
camera! Time went on and my editing and design 
business became digitized, of course. Photo taking 
became digital photos. At first clients were happy that 
I could take photos and get them posted to their website 
or blog, but the demand for video was increasing. I used 
to outsource to video production companies, but then 
I realized I could shoot my own video with my iPhone. 
Last year I completed my first independent film – with 
my iPhone. Telling you all this, I have a little anxiety
about what might be next. It seems my creative process 
is to follow the technology.

What inspires you to shoot film?
The more digital and mobile my world got, the more 
I started missing film. Even though I was never very 
good with film cameras, and had relied on disposables 
20 years ago, I just like the look. It’s different, slower, 
dream-like, especially color.

How did you come to connect with 
Indisposable Concept?
A photographer I follow on Instagram (@sadkids, 
Geoffrey Ellis – whose work I particularly like) was featured. 
I said, “Hey, this Indisposable Concept is bringing back 
disposable cameras!?” The next time I walked by a 
Walgreens I went in and bought two disposables.

Do you remember what was in the first roll of film 
you shot for IC?
Palm Springs, Salton Sea and Salvation Mountain, CA.

What is your fav photo that you’ve shot for IC?
Tell us a bit about it.
They’re all my favorites. Because when you go back 
to film from digital/mobile, you have to stop and think 
about your shots again. You only get 27 over the course 
of a week.

It seems film photography and disposables are 
making a comeback, why do you think that is?
I think we are inundated with images online all day/night 
long. Not only does everyone have a mobile phone with 
a camera, too many people upload without editing. 
I don’t mean using apps – I mean too many people 
don’t think about editing and curating their social 
media feeds because it’s just so easy to snap and post, 
snap and post. 
 
With film you have to be more economical and thoughtful. 
Since most of us sold our film cameras, disposables are 
an affordable way to get back into film. There’s also a 
nice delay with film. You have to wait to see your image. 
The distance between the time the image is made and 
developed, it provides a different, more artistic perspective.
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If someone destroyed all the disposable cameras 
in the world and you had the very last one, what 
would you capture?
OMG – that would be too big a responsibility to bear. 
There wouldn’t be much meaning in the world without 
disposables, so I guess I’d sell this last one on eBay 
to the highest bidder and go out with a bang.

What does 2016 hold for you?
Finishing up the film fest circuit with my short
documentary, “Jeanne & Mike: Original Art”, which was 
completed early last year. I had no idea how long the 
follow-on promotion of something like that would be, 
but it’s all good. Then I’m going to sit down with the 
footage and material I have for a new short documentary 
film project and begin to sort that out. Some travel,
I hope – and lots more photo taking.

Explain your style/approach when shooting a roll.
Economy. When making the transition back to film 
from digital, it really makes you stop and think before 
each attempt at an image. I usually take a disposable 
with me when I’m traveling, and I really do think I ask 
myself before each shot, “Is this something really 
interesting and/or unique?” “Is this something I’m 
probably not going to see again?”

How would you describe your photographic style?
I like to think of being out and about with a camera as 
kind of a treasure hunt. I shoot what catches my eye. 
I look for the “extra” in the ordinary.

Meet Kathy D.
@ktdrasky

#ICMEETSERIES

Who or what influences you creatively?
I think I’ve always been influenced and inspired by 
the technology around me. Whether that was our 
family getting a color TV set when I was four years 
old, my grandfather’s Polaroid camera, the groovy 
relatives who had a Betamax, cordless phones, the 
world wide web. Over the past ten years, the technology 
has come even faster and more furious. With each 
new breakthrough there seems to be more ways to 
communicate your creativity. And, then along comes 
a project like the Indisposable Concept that lets you 
go back in time, yet share your work on Instagram. 
Pow! Blurring the decades like that, hugely influential.

Where do you find inspiration?
By taking a walk. Even on the darkest, least creative 
days – if I can get out for a walk, 9 times out of 10 
something will happen that restores my faith in the 
process.

Fave place to shoot?
It’s hard to beat where I live – San Francisco, on a 
small scale and California as part of the bigger picture.
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5 photos from history you wish you’d taken?
1. Jack Ruby shooting Lee Harvey Oswald on live
 TV (I had to Google this, the photographer’s name  
 is Robert H. Jackson and he is still alive)
2. Buzz Aldrin’s shot of Neil Armstrong, right after he  
 planted the American flag on the moon
3. Just last week there was a photo of a 106-year-old  
 African-American woman visiting the White House  
 and dancing with Michelle Obama, while the
 President looked on – wow! (Photo by 
 Lawrence Jackson)

5 books you wish you’d written?
1. In Cold Blood by Truman Capote
2. The White Album by Joan Didion
3. Polaroids from the Dead by Douglas Coupland

5 people you’d like to photograph?
1. Virginia McLaurin (she’s the 106-year-old woman 
 who danced with the Obamas).
2. Barack Obama
3. One of the Kennedys – any one will do –
 but Caroline, in particular
4. A Manson girl, and if none of them are still alive,  
 then Patty Hearst
5. Donald Trump (it would definitely be interesting to 
 see that comb over in person, and what type of  
 lighting or filter would need to be used to do his  
 orange skin justice)

5 go to songs to get you in the mood?
There’s only one: “Photograph” by Ringo Starr.

5 at 5…
(For lack of a better name)





In the post & on the gram.
@indisposableconcept / #indisposableconcept
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The IC crew is super excited to collab with
Gold Coast based fashion label Casey Tanswell.

Drawing on the premise of clothing as an art form, the label, Casey Tanswell,
was born of a longing to present women as works of art. The female form is 

celebrated and enhanced with a palette of opulent fabrics, themselves a testament 
to art and skill. The use of specialty fabrics and faultless fit has become 

a signature of Casey Tanswell pieces, designed and constructed to be both 
timeless and unique. Launched in 2012, the self-titled label is a melding of both 

an International Business and Fashion Design background, and an accumulation 
of European, architectural, and artistic influences.

We look forward to sharing their stories from behind the scenes and
everything in between, captured with disposable cameras of course.

We sat down with Casey, the brains behind the brand and Holly Gibson,
the talent behind the lens, and asked them to give us some insight

into their world.



Where’s home?
Casey: Home is none other than the radiant GC!

Who are you? 
Casey: I am the designer behind my self-titled label 
Casey Tanswell Designs, currently embarking on its
5th year of business as a women’s wear ready-to-wear 
and bridal line.

Holly: I am currently a senior in high school.

Do you have a website/blog/insta/facebook page 
we can promote…?
Casey: Yes, I most certainly do. Head to
www.caseytanswell.com.au for an insight into the label.  
My breathtakingly talented friend who conceptualized 
and photographed this shoot can be seen at
@hollygibson_ 

What do you do for a crust?
Casey: I work full time on my label, and primarily at the 
moment in making bridal gowns and custom garments.

Holly: Lucky and grateful to be currently working for 
Casey Tanswell Designs! Still have to pinch myself to 
believe I’m not in a dream.

Can you tell us about your creative background?
Casey: I had a quarter-life crisis mid way through my 
20s and decided on a career change. I went back to 
study at AICD in Varsity Lakes, and learnt from scratch 
the basics of designing, patternmaking, sewing, etc.
I wanted to understand every facet of a garment from 
start to finish.  I worked retail at the time to pay off my 
fees, and was approached by the owners – Kat and 
Dean McCauley from Adrenalin Clothing – to help with 
their in-house label.  So I was given the opportunity to

Meet Casey Tanswell Designs
@caseytanswelldesigns / @hollygibson_ @arkivictoria
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Meet Casey Tanswell Designs
@caseytanswelldesigns / @hollygibson_ @arkivictoria

not only create a garment, but then to see it in-store on 
customers and get their immediate feedback. It gave me 
the confidence to start my own label. During this time 
I had friends start to approach me about making their 
wedding gowns, which gave me another creative outlet 
and more experience in dressing the female body.

Holly: Whilst I am still at school, art class was where it 
began. I have always loved taking photos, although the 
year 11 photography unit was where I truly developed 
and found my niche. Using art and photography to create 
and capture realities, I made an outlet to express my 
troubles and an opportunity to learn more about myself. 
Art and creativity has now become something I can’t live 
without, not only in the need to create things myself, 
but the huge impact has been in the change of how I 
see everything around me, in a different light and level
of understanding. I am always trying to develop my
signature and grow as a person, in which I do through

my attempts of making art, and numerous mistakes 
along the way, but practice makes perfect. Next year
I hope to move to Sydney and further my studies in the 
fine arts at university and also take/make any opportunities 
possible. Fingers crossed it all goes well… tbc.

Best advice you’ve ever been given?
Casey: Nothing worth doing is ever easy, and outside 
of your comfort zone is where the magic happens.

Holly: You never know unless you try.

What do you do with your free time?
Casey:  I’m not remotely a well-rounded person.
I tend to work until I pass out, but I’m a big one for
wild Saturday nights in reading.

Holly: Mostly spent taking photos of friends and
dreaming of travel. 
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Tips for making your ideas and dreams come
to life…
Casey: Don’t let failure ruin your confidence – nobody 
got it right the first time, and when you pick yourself 
back up you will know so much more. Be flexible and 
embrace change – this is something I find so hard to 
do but is invaluable. Things change. If you want to be 
working at your dream for decades to come you need 
to change, evolve, and adapt with it. Finally, no guts 
no glory!  At a certain point all the planning and talking 
can’t make your dream happen – only you can. Take the 
plunge! You’ll either sink or swim but you’ll never again 
wonder “what if”.

Holly: I feel that in being 17 years old I do not yet have 
enough wisdom to be overly influential here, although 
like I said before, you never know unless you try. I live 
by that motto and I guess that’s really the reason why 
my words have been published on this site now. You 
just have to give everything a go as there is no harm in 
being told no, so it is always worth trying in case you get 
that yes, and that changes everything. Sounds super 
corny but you do only have one life, so do what you 
want. Dream big and work hard to make those dreams 
happen as that is the point of you being here. People 
may be stuck inside the bubble of social expectations 
and think that your dream is crazy, but who do people 
remember? Those who sat back with the crowd or the 
people who worked hard to do what they love?

What inspires you to shoot film?
Holly: In a culture where everyone has a smartphone 
in their pocket to spam with photos or selfies, the value 
of a photograph has been taken for granted at times. 
Memories get lost within the thousands of random 
pictures on your camera roll, and because it is so easy 
to take a photo we end up taking 20+ at once without 
thinking about it, hoping that there will be one good pic 
within the bunch.

When shooting film I feel like there is so much more 
value to the photo. It costs money for the roll, money to 
develop, and money to scan if you’re feeling generous, 
so you want to make every photo count. Whether it is 
just pointing and shooting on a disposable or manually 
setting an analog, you want to make it perfect. You think 
about the light and shadows, your framing and focusing, 
you are so much more conscious of the moment you are 
in before clicking the shutter. Spamming photos on our 
phones is a gift we are lucky to have and am grateful for
as it means we are always able to keep record of moments 
and inspiration, although it is my film photos that cover

my bedroom walls, filled with the best memories. The people
around me and moments we share are the reasons I am
inspired to shoot film, I want to grasp the rawness of
the moment that digital can not always give justice.

How did you come to connect with Indisposable 
Concept?
Holly: A friend (@lauragoodall) reposted her disposable 
photo from IC on instagram years ago, I loved the concept 
and have followed it since. It is a really cool opportunity 
to see the world through other people we may have 
never crossed paths with, all on the one account.

How did you find the experience of using the
disposable camera? Enjoyable or painful?
Holly: Enjoyable!

How did it make you feel not being able to see the 
photos as they were taken and not being able to 
edit or know what the photos turned out like?
Holly: It makes it all the more exciting! When getting
my photos back, it feels like I am opening a present
as I really do not know what it will look like inside.

Analogue Vs Digital?
Holly: I have to sit on the fence here. I am grateful
for both depending on situation.

It seems film photography and disposables are 
making a comeback, why do you think that is?
Holly: It’s nostalgic and also ‘vintage’ has become a 
trend, so people are hopping on that bandwagon and 
giving it a go. As disposables are fun and easy to use, 
taking film photos is a situation you enjoy but also one 
in which you are rewarded at the end with the surprise 
of seeing your photos. It can become addictive. 
Film photos have a rawness and boldness to them 
that digital just can’t grasp at times, so once you 
start film it is hard to stop.

If someone destroyed all the disposable cameras 
in the world and you had the very last one, what 
would you capture?
Holly: Portraits of my friends & family.

What Does 2016 hold for you?
Holly: The end of my schooling and the beginning
of the rest of my life.

Casey: The end of ready-to-wear collections and the 
beginning of a complete custom bridal focus.

#ICMEETSERIES
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Don’t let failure ruin your confidence 
– nobody got it right the first time, 
and when you pick yourself back 
up you will know so much more.  
Be flexible and embrace change – 
this is something I find so hard to 
do but is invaluable.

Things change. If you want to be 
working at your dream for decades 
to come you need to change, 
evolve, and adapt with it.

Casey T.

How would you describe your photographic style?
Holly: Purposeful. It changes depending on what I want, 
but each photo does relate to just that. I may one day 
want to capture spontaneous moments with friends, 
or another be purely driven by what the light is doing and 
want to capture that, or I may want to express something 
that has been on my mind and create an elaborate surreal 
shoot as an outlet for it. I feel that I can’t pinpoint my style 
as it differs so drastically, but every photo is instinctual.

Who or what influences you creatively?
Casey: I’m enormously influenced by the design houses 
in Europe, not so much their style specifically but more 
their dedication to their craft. They never compromise 
on design, fabrication, or construction. Many if not all of 
them fell over and restarted better than ever, and lastly 
they seem to have an adoration for the female form 
which I highly agree with!

Where do you find inspiration?
Holly: Everywhere. It’s not something you can go 
looking for, but if you keep your eyes & mind open 
to possibilities, you can find inspiration everywhere. 
You know when you do as your gut feeling just tells you.

Casey: It’s not one specific place or thing. I don’t even 
know it’s going to inspire me until it starts irritating me 
endlessly until I start sketching or draping. At the moment 
I’m obsessed with a broken umbrella I saw in an empty 
car lot in Southport… It’s the most gorgeous thing I’ve 
ever seen, like a bat. All broken spikes and webbed 
fabric. I have no idea what it’s going to turn into garment 
wise… Maybe nothing but I keep thinking about it,
so who knows!

Meet Casey Tanswell Designs
@caseytanswelldesigns / @hollygibson_ @arkivictoria
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5 at 5…
(For lack of a better name)

5 people you’d like to photograph?
Holly:
1. Cindy Sherman
2. David Lynch
3. Chloe Sevigny
4. Phoebe Tonkin
5. Yoon Ambush

_____

5 books you wish you’d written?
Casey:
1. The Name of the Wind
2. Like Water for Chocolate
3. The Great Gatsby
4. Of Mice and Men
5. The Lord of the Rings
5. 1984

_____

5 go to songs to get you in the mood?
Holly:
1. Champagne Coast – Blood Orange
2. Rock n Roll Suicide – David Bowie
3. Gooey – Glass Animals
4. The Chain – Fleetwood Mac
5. Healthy Moon – DIIV

Casey:
1. Shelter – The xx
2. Harder Than You Think – Public Enemy
3. Leave my Body – Florence & The Machine
4. Girl with One Eye – Florence & The Machine
5. Bound – Indiana

5 people you’d invite around for drinks and dinner?
Holly:
1.David Lynch
2. Diane Arbus
3. Nobuyoshi Araki
4. Stevie Nicks
5. Sofia Coppola

Casey:
1. Tim Burton
2. Grace Coddington
3. Michelle Pfeiffer
4. Colleen Atwood
5. Tom Ford

_____

5 go to songs to get you in the mood?
1. The Ghost on the Shore – Lord Huron
2. Open – Rhye
3. Blood – The Middle East
4. A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall – Bob Dylan
5. Days  – The Drums



Marla Iodice – Roll 1
Lido di Venezia, Murazzi

@marla.iodice
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Rinconada. A mining village 
located at 5010 meters 
above sea level localized 
in Puno, southern Peru.
with Lali Madueño / @laliux_
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Hola Amigos de Indisposable Concept,

#ICPLACES

The city has no plumbing and no sanitation system. 
Besides having no sewage system there is significant 
contamination with mercury due to the mining practices. 
It was really hard to see the life there, and the brave 
nature of some people to create a better future for 
their children even if they are really in hell. I didn’t
take a selfie, sometimes you just cant.

Thanks for sharing, Lali.

These photos are probably the most difficult that i have 
taken in a long time… I travel a lot, I’m a documentary 
producer and i know my country to ignore the hardships 
of its people. This time i went to Rinconada is an artisanal 
mining village located at 5010 meters above sea level 
localized in Puno, southern Peru. In this place live 
about 40, 000 people, where 83.3% are engaged
in mining and other commercial activities for their 
survival and development in the area.
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Lelie Hannam – Roll 3
Paris, France
@leliehannam
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